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About Us

The Rice Historical Review is a student-run, open access journal published online and in print. It features outstanding historically focused papers written by Rice undergraduates. All Rice undergraduates, regardless of major, are welcome to submit their work to the journal.

With this journal, we seek to emphasize the diversity of study within Rice’s History Department. We hope to foster discussion of historical topics on campus and in the greater Rice community.

Rice Historical Review Media

**PODCAST:**
The Rice Historical Review also has a podcast in which we give our contributing authors the opportunity to elaborate on their arguments, as well as discuss history in general with our Editorial Board. Listen to the Rice Historical Review Podcast at ricehistoricalreview.org/blog

**FACEBOOK:** facebook.com/ricehistoricalreview/

**TWITTER:** @RiceHistorical

**WEBSITE:** ricehistoricalreview.org

**EMAIL:** historicalreview@rice.edu
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Future Contributions

AUTHORS:
We will begin accepting submissions late Fall Semester of 2017 to early Spring Semester of 2018 for the Rice Historical Review’s Spring 2018 issue.

In order for submissions to be considered, papers must be:

- 10-25 pages in length, double-spaced
- Times New Roman size 12
- Citations must be formatted according to the Chicago Manual of Style with a bibliography included
- We ask that you submit illustrations, data, and other figures as separate files

Please send your submission to historicalreview@rice.edu attached as a Word document. We use a double blind-review process to ensure journalistic integrity, so we ask that you remove your name from the file of the essay itself.

For more information, please visit ricehistoricalreview.org/submissions.

ARTISTS:
Students who are interested in producing visual pieces to accompany the written works of the journal may apply through emailing historicalreview@rice.edu. Applications for artists will be open year-round.

This email should contain:

- Student’s Full Name, Major, Year,
- 2-3 sentence explanation for their interest in contributing to the journal.
- A link to an online portfolio or an attached digital portfolio

For more information, please visit ricehistoricalreview.org/get-involved.